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The formation of helium mesic atoms in a mixture of helium and hydrogen was studied in a
diffusion cloud chamber at 19 atmospheres pressure. It was shown that the probability of
the capture of muons by helium from a hydrogen mesic atom in the ground state is at least
three orders of magnitude smaller than the probability of capture by carbon or oxygen nuclei and cannot appreciably exceed 106/sec, in agreement with theoretical estimates. [ 9 ]
Agreement with the Fermi-Teller "Z-law" was indicated for direct attachment of mesons
to nuclei of the gas mixture.
NEGATIVE mesons, which are stopped relatively
rapidly by matter (after ~ 10- 12 sec[ 1 ]) join nuclei
to form bound mesic-atom systems. The mesons
subsequently decay or are captured by other nuclei;
the relative probabilities of these competing processes depend on the meson lifetime, the intensity
of meson interactions with nuclei, and the transition rate to the ground state of mesic atoms. The
probabilities of the direct attachment of mesons to
different nuclei comprising the stopping matter
have been calculated theoretically [Z] to be proportional to Z; this is the Fermi-Teller law. There
has been no general experimental confirmation of
this law; some solids are notable exceptions, the
probability of direct capture being in several instances proportional simply to the nuclear concentration. [a]
In the presence of hydrogen isotopes another
secondary mechanism of mesic-atom formation
comes into play, because electrically neutral mesic
hydrogen can easily transfer mesons to other atoms.
This effect has been observed clearly both with
muons in the mixtures H2 -D 2 , [ 4 ] and H2 -CH30H, [S]
and with pions in LiH, [ 6] C2H4 [ 7J etc. The probability of mesic atom formation through muon transfer is very appreciable, amounting to ~ 10 10/sec [S]
for example, for C and 0 nuclei at the density of
liquid hydrogen. Unlike J.L-mesic atoms of hydrogen, whose lifetime depends on the muon lifetime,
1r-mesic atoms of hydrogen disappear rapidly because of the strong pion-proton interaction. Therefore pions can be transferred only from high orbits
( n ~ 4); the probability of such transfer in gases
should be considerably lower than the probability
of muon transfer.

Because of the great interest in the J.L- + He 3
- H3 + v reaction and the attractive prospect that
relatively small quantities of He 3 can be used for
this purpose, we performed an experiment to clarify the roles of the two mechanisms of helium
mesic atom formation in a H-He mixture. During
the course of the experiment in 1960 S. S. Gershte!n
pointed out the possible smallness of the cross section for the transfer of muons to helium nuclei.
EXPERIMENT

We used a diffusion cloud chamber 300 rom in
diameter, and a magnetic field of 6000 Oe; the
chamber was filled with a mixture of natural hydrogen and helium at 19 atm; methyl alcohol was
used as the working liquid.
It follows from the experimental results [s-s]
that in a diffusion cloud chamber filled with hydrogen at 20 atm about 10% of all stopping J.L- mesons
do not emit decay electrons; in these cases we have
stars or unpronged stoppings (muon stars) which
attest to the nuclear capture of the stopping meson.
At a low concentration of methyl alcohol (~ 0.1%)
the given number of muon stars can probably result only from the effective realization of a secondary mechanism by which mesic atoms of carbon
and oxygen are formed. The rate of muon transfer
to 0 and C nuclei is found to be ~ 10 9/sec. [s]
When helium is added to the hydrogen a new channel must be opened, competing with the transfer of
muons to 0 and C. In this case the relative number of muon stars will depend on the probability
AHe of muon transfer to helium and on the helium
concentration EHe·
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Kz will denote the formation probability of
mesic atoms JJ.Z ( JJ.He, J-1.0, JJ.C) when muons are
transferred from hydrogen mesic atoms. We then
have 1>

stars in two helium concentrations, we can determine the transfer probability A.He·
The diffusion chamber was exposed to a beam
of negative mesons having the initial momentum
170 MeV/c from the synchrocyclotron of the Joint
(1) Institute for Nuclear Research. The mesons were
slowed down by a copper filter (absorber) placed
where A.z is the probability of muon transfer from
in front of the chamber. In two runs the nuclear
a hydrogen mesic atom to a nucleus of charge Z,
concentrations of helium were EHe = 4.9% and ERe
and A.e is the probability of muon decay. The rela= 14.3%. The isotope was He 4 in the first case and
tive probability X of muon star formation in the
He 3 in the second case. In each run the chamber
given mixture will be
was exposed along with two different thicknesses
X= PHeYHe +Perc+ p 0 y 0 +pH (1- ~Kz)rH + PHKHerHe of the filter, thus ensuring a maximum number of
muon stoppings in the chamber (experiments I and
+PH(Kcrc+Koro),
(2) II) or of pion stoppings (experiments III and IV).
where yz = Az I (A.e + Az ) is the relative probability of J-1.- capture, Pz is the probability of direct
attachment, and Az is the rate of J-1.- capture. The
subscript Z denotes the nucleus. The first five
terms in (2) can be neglected because YH. YHe. EO
and EC are small. Substituting Kz from (1), we
obtain

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Results of experiments I and II. We have
determined the relative probabilities X' and X"
of muon capture by nuclei. All the experimental
data and the identifications of events in the scanned
photographs are included in the following table:

(3)

Besides the desired quantity A.He the quantities
A.o, A.c, and E =Eo= Ec in (3) are not well known.
A theoretical calculation indicates that A.c is of
the order of A.o. [ 9] By using data from two experiments with different helium concentrations
EHe and EHe we can then obtain from (3) and from
the analogous expression for the other helium concentration the equation
AHe
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where X', Pii and x", Pif are the values of X and
PH corresponding to the two helium concentrations
EHe and ERe· The product of the unknown quantities A.o, A.c, and E is excluded. We do not know
the probabilities PH and PH from a rigorous point
of view. However, if we neglect the contribution to
A.He from capture originating in high orbits, Pii
and PR can be determined by observing pion stars
when rr- mesons are stopped in the same mixtures.
Thus, by measuring the number of muon and pion
1lin (1) and elsewhere we shall not consider the formation
of deuterium mesic atoms or hydrogen mesic molecules, which
are unimportant under our conditions.

Experiment
EHe

No. of photographs
Total number of meson stoppings
No. of stoppings in groups
11-e decays
stars
unpronged stoppings
unpronged stoppings or 11-e decays

I

II

0.049
1075

0.143
30600
5045

639

3521

24
104

82
194
1248

6950

254

Muon captures by nuclei are not always accompanied by the emission of charged particles visible
in the chamber. Therefore the identification of
muon stars requires that unpronged stoppings be
analyzed along with the visible stars. This analysis involved first, the discrimination of muon and
pion stoppings by their masses, and secondly, the
sifting out of JJ.-e decay events which resembled
unpronged stoppings when the observation conditions did not permit us to exclude the possibility
of electron emission. These simulated unpronged
stoppings were concentrated mainly near the boundary of the sensitive layer of the chamber. To reduce the background of simulated unpronged stoppings and to permit mass measurements we used
the following selection criteria:
1) The meson stopping point must lie within the
sensitive layer in a zone of 100-mm radius, 30 mm
high, and 20 mm from the bottom of the chamber,
with additional further limitation in the region
where the beam enters the chamber.
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2) The visible track length of the stopping particle must be not less than 50 mm.
Moreover, only about one-half of the data from
experiment II were considered.
Masses were measured according to momenta
and residual ranges in the reprojections. Track
radii of curvature were determined using a ternplate of variable curvature; a suitable curve for
this purpose was found to be an involute with parameter a= 42.5 mm. The mass measurements
are given in Fig. 1, where the smooth lines are
SO LJN/&m

ties PH: and PH: of the formation of 1r-mesic hydrogen atoms according to the ratio between the
registered unpronged stoppings and one-prong
stars. This was based on the fact that pion capture
by helium is always accompanied by the emission
of a visible charged particle. As previously, in
order to reduce the background of simulated unpronged stoppings all registered events were subjected to selection criterion 1. The results were:
Experiment

€He

a

Total No. of registered stoppings
Stoppings satisfying selection criterion:
11 -e decays
stars
unpronged stoppings
unpronged stoppings or 11-e decays

FIG. 1. Mass spectra of stopping mesons. a- experiment I
[€(He4 ) = 4.9%], b-11 [€(He3 ) = 14.3%]. The smooth lines
are resolving power curves"

the resolving power curves obtained from independent mass measurements of reliable muons
and pions. The resolving power curves enabled
us to distinguish pion and muon stoppings according to the measured masses:
Experiment
No. of muon stoppings
· 11-e decays
stars
unpronged stoppings
unpronged stoppings or 11-e decays
No. of pion stoppings
stars
unpronged stoppings

I

II

319
6

512

7:7
8
2

12

6
45
6
10
20

The small fraction of events called ''unpronged
stoppings or f.J.-e decays" included among muon
stoppings resulted from the existence of dead spots
near the stopping points. In order to divide these
events into true unpronged stoppings and f.J.-e decays we determined the solid angle within which
an emitted electron would not be visible, and then
took into account the relative probability of f.J.-e
decays in the given experiment.
The experimental relative probabilities of muon
star formation were
X'= 0.110 ±0.018,

X" = 0.098

III

IV

0.049
101

0.143
432

15

52

5
32
4

71
11

29

In the calculation of PH these results were
combined with data on pion stoppings in experiments I and II, with a correction for unpronged
muon stoppings. The results were
p~ = 0,87 ± 0,05,

p~ = 0.71

± 0.04.

The production probabilities of 1r-mesic atoms of
helium are correspondingly
P~e

=

p'~e

0,13 ± 0,05,

= 0.29 ± 0.04.

C. Yield of the reaction f.J.- + He 3 -- H3 + v.
In experiment II, when the chamber was filled with
a mixture of hydrogen and the light helium isotope
He 3 , it was possible to calculate directly the total
probability PH:e + Pi'IKH:e of the formation of f.J.mesic atoms of helium from the yield of the reaction f.J.- + He 3 -- H3 + v and from the rate of this
reaction as predicted by the universal weak interaction theory. [iOJ The events in which muons are
captured by He 3 from H3 in its final state can be
identified from the completely determined tritium
range. The measured spectrum of secondaryparticle ranges is shown in Fig. 2; about 4 events
out of 5 x 103 muon stoppings are attributable to
the given reaction, and PH:e + Pi'JKife = 0.28 ± 0.14.
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B. Results of experiments III and IV. In these
experiments we measured the relative probabili-

FIG. 2. Measured spectrum of secondary particle ranges in
experiment II [E(He') = 14.3%]. The arrow indicates the predicted tritium range in the reaction 11- + He3 -+ He 3 + v.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Let us first consider the experimental ratios
X'/Pfl: = 0.13 ± 0.02 and X"/Pif = 0.14 ± 0.02. We
recall that the ratio X/PH represents approximately the relative probability of muon capture by
C and 0 nuclei, reduced to an identical number of
hydrogen mesic atoms in the ground state. The fact
that the experimental values of X/PH for two helium concentrations are practically identical shows
the unimportance of the mechanism whereby helium
mesic atoms are formed through the transfer of
muons from states of hydrogen mesic atoms. This
conclusion is consistent with direct data on the formation probability of helium J,.t-mesic atoms if we
compare the experimental values PH:e = 0.29 ± 0.04
and Pife + PifKH:e = 0.28 ± 0.14. The absolute rate
of muon transfer to helium from the ground state
of mesic hydrogen is obtained by substituting the
values obtained for x' /PH: and x" /PH: in (4):
AHe=-(1.4±

l.o

= (0,9 ± 0.4)·1Q9 sec- 1

or
I.e

as can be seen from the table, with the law of proportionality to Z. This can be interpreted as indicating the correctness of the Z-law for the direct
capture of mesons and the unimportant role of
meson transfer to helium from high orbits. Another possible explanation would be that the probability of direct capture is independent of Z and
that the observed deviation is due to transfer. We
consider the first explanation more realistic since
the experimental results concerning the formation
of mesic atoms in a gaseous mixture without hydrogen (a mixture of helium and methyl alcohol
vapor) which we obtained in investigating rr- capture in He[ 12 ] also favor the Z-law. The experimental formation probability of carbon and oxygen
mesic atoms is 0.011 ± 0.002; the Z-law predicts
0.009 ± 0.003.

Formation probabilities of
helium mesic atoms

3,8)·106 sec- 1 ,

so that the transfer rate to helium at 19 atm cannot appreciably exceed 10 6/sec.
It is useful to compare the last result with the
rate of muon transfer to carbon and oxygen. Letting AO = AC and AHe = 0 and taking the oxygen
and carbon concentrations EO= EC = 0.0006
± 0.0002, from our experimental data and (3) we
obtain

"-c =
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= l.o = (2.6 ± 1.2)·1010 sec- 1

converted to the density of liquid hydrogen (N
= 3. 5 x 10 22I em 3 ) • The transfer rate is seen to
differ by at least three orders of magnitude.
Schiff[UJ has also found evidence that the transfer of muons to helium in liquid hydrogen is much
smaller than to other nuclei.
S. S. Gershtein predicted this seemingly unexpected result. The low rate of muon transfer to
helium is accounted for by the fact that the helium
mesic atom is evidently a unique mesic atom in
that the lowest molecular terms of J..tHe and J.LH
do not intersect. The transfer can therefore only
be a tunnel transition and must be strongly inhibited. Theoretical estimates of the muon transfer
rate to helium (ARe~ 10 5/sec) for liquid-hydrogen densityC 9J agree with our results.
We note also that the experimental relative
probabilities of the formation of hydrogen and
helium rr-mesic atoms are in better agreement,

Predicted value
•He

PHe

0.01!9 10.13±0.051
0.143 0.29±0.04

~EHeZ

PHe
---£He

0.10
0.26

0.05
0.14

PHe
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